**Project Introduction**

Life Support Services provides personal protective equipment services to the Space Shuttle, Delta and Atlas launch vehicles and their payloads, and other tenant organizations at Kennedy Space Center (KSC) and Cape Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS). The life support function includes operation and maintenance of 50 different types of life support equipment totaling over 10,000 individual items consisting primarily of protective clothing and respirators and associated support equipment. Responsibilities include replacement, procurement, fabrication, maintenance, management and issuance of these items to Spaceport customers at hundreds of locations across the Spaceport and Shuttle contingency landing sites around the world.

The Biomedical Engineering and Research Laboratory is working with the NASA Life Support group and BCS Life Support to improve the safety of the environmental control units (ECUs) used in the self-contained atmospheric-protective ensemble (SCAPE) suits at Kennedy Space Center (KSC). ECUs are liquid-air-based backpacks that allow operators to work in hazardous environments for up to 2 hours. Though ECUs have been used at KSC with great success for over 30 years, some ECU deficiencies have required mitigation.

Because the breathing commodity is liquid, the liquid pickup in the dewar can come out of the fluid if the dewar is near the end of its service life and if the operator lies on his side. This can prevent air from flowing in the SCAPE suit. Furthermore, the ECUs have no liquid level sensors to indicate to the operator that the unit is running low on air. BCS Life Support has invented a novel liquid pickup system that will allow the ECU to operate safely in the horizontal position. The system has a liquid level sensor that will warn the operator when the commodity is at 25%. The overall objective for this project was to evaluate two candidate alternatives for the existing Propellant Handler’s Ensemble (PHE) escape ventilator.

**Anticipated Benefits**

Benefits from this technology provided NASA improved hazardous operations ground processing. Reducing the weight of the PHEs provides its users better mobility without the need to carry excess weight. The new ventilator design reduces physical stress on users while improving safety when performing transfers from one location to another in propellant handlers ensemble suits.
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